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Infonomics

HCL CloudSmart is a suite of industry-aligned offerings, capabilities, products, and cloud 
platforms that can be consumed in a XaaS model. Leveraging a strong digital foundation, 
we work towards creating an adaptive portfolio of innovative cloud services driven by 
intelligent automation and a powerful collaboration with AWS to address customers’ 
specific business objectives. With HCL CloudSmart, your digital enterprise is 
future-ready with the following key tenets to offer:
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Cloud 
consulting

Design and 
architect

Build and 
migrate

Application 
management

Operate and 
optimize

Cloud 
security

A one-stop HCL offering envisioned for enterprise customers toward efficiently and 
formidably managing data silos, as well as keeping in check data surge. Streamlines the 
information protection process, optimizes resource consumption, and drives the 
economies of cost, storage, and management.

Following are the key offerings under Infonomics:

VisualNxt ArchiveNxt RecoverNxt

VaultNxt BackupNxt

FileNxt
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Success stories

Benefits

Features

End-to-end 
information 

lifecycle 
management

Enhanced 
user 

productivity

Improved 
information 
security and 
governance

Up to 60% 
TCO savings

An American Dutch information 
services company

Provided end-to-end information 
lifecycle management services for 

a global logistics giant 

Comprehensive 
consulting and 

professional services 
offering value-added 

services on AWS

Public and private 
cloud integrated 

solutions

Flexible CAPEX/ 
OPEX pricing 

models

Pre-validated and 
tested solutions and 

workflows
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HCL Technologies (HCL) empowers global enterprises with technology for the next decade today. HCL’s
Mode 1-2-3 strategy, through its deep-domain industry expertise, customer-centricity and entrepreneurial
culture of ideapreneurship™ enables businesses to transform into next-gen enterprises.

HCL offers its services and products through three lines of business - IT and Business Services (ITBS),
Engineering and R&D Services (ERS), and Products & Platforms (P&P). ITBS enables global enterprises to
transform their businesses through offerings in areas of Applications, Infrastructure, Digital Process
Operations, and next generation digital transformation solutions. ERS offers engineering services and
solutions in all aspects of product development and platform engineering while under P&P. HCL provides
modernized software products to global clients for their technology and industry specific requirements.
Through its cutting-edge co-innovation labs, global delivery capabilities, and broad global network, HCL
delivers holistic services in various industry verticals, categorized under Financial Services, Manufacturing,
Technology & Services, Telecom & Media, Retail & CPG, Life Sciences, and Healthcare and Public Services.

As a leading global technology company, HCL takes pride in its diversity, social responsibility, sustainability,
and education initiatives. As of 12 months ending on September 30, 2021, HCL has a consolidated revenue of
US$ 10.82 billion and its 187,634 ideapreneurs operate out of 50 countries. For more information, visit
www.hcltech.comwww.hcltech.comwww.hcltech.com


